Olindias Fluorescence attraction
Supplementary information file for: Haddock and Dunn. Fluorescent proteins function as a prey attractant: Experimental evidence from the hydromedusa Olindias formosus and other marine organisms.
Analysis of the effect of Light Color and Target type (Jellyfish with Fluorescent tentacles) on fish predation.
Type I ANOVA
Two fixed (non-random) balanced factors mean that a type I ANOVA is appropriate. The only concerns are: * if the sample sizes are big enough because there are difficulties with CI when n<30 * whether parametric stats can be used with data distributed as they are.
Histogram of attack numbers
ggplot(data=df,aes(x=Attacks)) + geom_histogram(aes(fill=Color),binwidth = 5) + facet_grid(Color~Jelly) + scale_fill_manual(values=c("lightblue","white","lightyellow")) + labs(title="Distribution of Attack freqs")
Analysis of variance results from Type I
Fixed factor with equal replication Plot interaction with standard error bars ggplot(Int.Attack, aes(x=factor(Jelly), y=Attacks, colour = Color)) + geom_line(data = Int.Attack, aes(y = M, group = Color)) + geom_point(data=Int.Attack, aes(y=M, group=Color),size=3,color="black") + geom_linerange(data=Int.Attack, aes(y=M, ymax = M+SE, ymin = M-SE, group=Color), size=10,width = 5,alpha=0.3) + geom_errorbar(data=Int.Attack, aes(y=M, ymax = M+CI, ymin = M-CI, group=Color), width=.1) + scale_colour_manual(values=c("#00AACC","#888888","#CCCC00")) + theme_minimal() + labs(title="Attacks by factor with SE (bar) and 95% CI (whisker)")
Summary of Attack Results

Attacks
Execution of this manuscript
This manuscript can be recompiled from the source with the following bash commands:
Rscript -e "require(knitr); require(markdown); knit( S1_Olindias_Data_Markdown.Rmd )" pandoc S1_Olindias_Data_Markdown.md -o S1_Olindias_Data_Markdown.pdf
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